Attendance:  J. Shankweiler, S.V. Lloyd, A. Osanyinpeju, A. Grant, T. Palos

**Curriculum for Review today:**  Physiology 31, Biology 103L

**Physiology 31:** The Course Outline of Record and Form A were reviewed for Physiology 31. It was suggested to find a new Typical Assignment, since the current one is very much like a chemistry problem. The submitted course outline was approved with simple corrections to grammar and punctuation.

**Biology 103L:** The Proposal for a New Course, prerequisite forms and Course Outline of Record for the Biology 103 Laboratory course were approved with minor corrections to grammar and punctuation.

**Timelines:** Timelines for College Curriculum Committee and Division Curriculum committee were distributed and examined.

**Next Meetings:**
- Tuesday, September 22 at 1pm to review Biotechnology 1 and 2

**Course Review for 2009-2010:** Anatomy 30, 32, Biology 16, Astronomy 13abcd, 20, 25, Horticulture 44